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Tooling System of the Future
The tooling system of the future is available today! Any manufacturing organization that builds fixtures, gauges, test stands or
special machines should use Omni Structures modular components. To learn more about this next generation building method and
how it will fit into your operations, give us a call at 616-977-0333 or visit the Omni web site at www.omnistructures.com.

JBottom Line Savings
With Omni, building times are now measured in
minutes and hours instead of days and weeks.
Reduced setup time and tooling costs add
up to substantial savings. Spend a few
minutes with us and we will show you an
accurate comparison between dedicated and
flexible fixtures.
It is easy to understand the economic benefits
associated with reusing a collection of tooling
components over multiple projects. Spending a
large portion of your budget on fixtures with a finite life
span is not good for your bottom line.

JApplications
CMM’s using touch or scanning probes and Vision Systems
are perfect candidates for Omni. All styles of CMMs including
bridge, horizontal, layout, portable and optical become more
cost efficient with the Omni system.
Vision Measurement Systems Use Omni’s S37 clear platforms
for full utilization of any vision system requiring rear illumination.
Omni’s standard S37 or S75 platforms can be used with surface
illumination, laser or touch probe on combination machines.
The adjustment capabilities in Omni’s S37 or S75 facilitate the
“leveling” often required with non-contact measurement.

Other processes that benefit from
Omni tooling products are assembly,
robotics, laser cutting, water-jet
cutting, routing / drilling, test stands,
gauges and special machines.

JIndustries
Automotive suppliers find many
applications for Omni systems. CMM
fixtures, gauges, test stands, R&D and
assembly tooling are just a few areas of
potential gains and savings.
Aerospace applications include QC tooling and
test equipment. Omni is perfect for large sheet metal and
composite restraint fixtures. Current applications include tube
welding, fit gauges, CMM fixtures for large housings and
turbine blade inspection.
Heavy Equipment for agriculture,
construction and over the road
use can take advantage of rapid
building and cost saving features
of the Omni System during the
measurement process.
Other potential industries include
companies involved in the
manufacture of plastics, sheet
metal, composites, castings,
forgings and machined parts
for office furniture, home
appliances, military equipment,
fluid power, instruments, small engines,
RV’s, boats, motorcycles, snowmobiles and
nearly limitless other products.

The Omni flexible tooling system is comprised of
basic and advanced building blocks from which
many kinds of workholding fixtures and
gauges may be constructed. The
Omni component database
includes hundreds of modules of all shapes, sizes and
types. Omni tooling systems
feature advanced concepts
and innovative hardware
that allows building simple
to complex fixtures.

J System
S75, based on .75" & 1"
increments using 3/8-16 SAE
threads, is a large, multi-group,
modular system designed for building fixtures and
gauges. Parts the size of small automotive components
to large auto and aerospace body assemblies may be easily
accommodated. S75 is the core of the Omni system.

S75
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S37, based
on .375" and .5" increments
with #10-32 SAE threads, facilitates the construction of miniature fixtures for the very small components that present a big workholding challenge; it
is unique among modular tooling products. S37 is
easily adapted to work with S75 and also has a clear
plate option for use with vision measuring systems.
XTR, based on 1.5," 3," 4.5"& 6" tubing and variable
lengths, is tubular frame based system for
building tables, walls, and stand-alone fixtures.
XTR forms the towers and bridges between
Reference and S75. The XTR system includes a
variety of tubes, base plates, top plates, gussets and
connection hardware. XTR is also used as spanning and rising
support structures in the S75 system.

The OMNI Process

The OMNI System

J Reference Plates
are the foundation for large modular constructions when
used with XTR and/or S75. These are often tiled for very accurate large base or wall assemblies to hold auto bodies, appliances and almost any large parts. Reference plates provide
the base and index system to allow an operator to quickly
and accurately change the fixture stations of one design for
those of another.

J Standard Sets
consist of a core group of system modules. With standard sets
the construction of many types of workholding structures for
a wide variety of parts is possible.

J Tailored Sets
are individually developed to meet a customer’s
specific needs.

J Individual Components
are always available. Get just
the parts you need
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J Turnkey Projects
are complete fixtures
or gauges designed,
built, tested and
delivered ready for use.

“We supply everything but your imagination.”
Visit www.omnistructures.com
today for more information!

1. F rom the part, list the features and
dimensions.
2. Determine the required results.
3. Determine appropriate part orientation.
4. Establish location for primary
location pads.
· Datum style fixtures use the
locations from cad data.
· Non-datum style use the
best wide stance.
5. Establish location for secondary stops.
6. Establish location for
tertiary stop.
7. Clamp as necessary.
8. Document the fixture and
measurement process.
The complete fixture should be an efficient
design, allow for easy loading / unloading,
offer good touch probe access, and be easy
to rebuild. Documenting the fixture is easy
with a digital camera, Omni layout sheets,
and / or CAD. This fixture documentation is
filed with the measurement process.
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